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Local areas are thinking big and driving change for business and
economies in the North. But true regeneration goes beyond buildings,
business links and transport. Children are not confident that they will
benefit from new developments. If regeneration is to truly change the
prospects for the North, it needs to be a catalyst for change for the
most disadvantaged communities and start by focusing on the workforce
of tomorrow - the children of today.
Look North: Generation of children await the powerhouse promise.
Anne Longfield: Children’s Commissioner for England
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Introduction
The Ideas Foundation was set up by Robin Wight, founding partner of advertising agency

pioneering support of the agency has enabled us to offer invaluable experiences to

WCRS in 2004 in London, with an ambition to diversify the workforce of the advertising

hundreds of young people across Greater Manchester, as well as to directly influence

sector by opening doors to young people from diverse backgrounds. Having established

the curriculum of many more. Together we are developing a a generation of North

a track record of success in London, the charity launched a Manchester based Northern

West teachers and lecturers who have a nuanced understanding of advertising practice

office in 2009. The Ideas Foundation works in close partnership with creative industries

and who can use this knowledge to shape and refine their own practice in line with the

businesses to help move the creative, tech and communications industries in a more

changing needs of our 21st century industry.

diverse direction; working with powerful influencers from BBC to BBH, and Facebook
to Burberry. Since 2009 McCann Manchester have been a cornerstone supporter of
our work in the North West, helping us shape a vision of what good practice might look
like for the sector locally, and setting a bar for the industry with their ground-breaking
biennial NW Agency Summer School.
Creative and digital industries is the fastest growing sector within the Greater Manchester
economy; and as such, nowhere in the UK has a more urgent need to ensure routes in to
work are equitable and inclusive. Real change takes time and our North West team have
particularly focussed on developing lasting partnerships within the education sector too.
We work closely with a consortium of aspirational education providers; pre and post-16,
to provide an engagement network which enables us to reach directly into communities
of young people from across Greater Manchester’s most deprived wards. Together we
welcome a UK talent and skills strategy that is dramatically challenging education to
bridge the gap between education and employment, and together we aim to provide
pathfinder practice which will lead the way for the creative and digital sector.
We are delighted to provide this case study of our collaborative work with McCann
Manchester during the academic year spanning September 2018 to July 2019. The

Pupils from NWCCC schools across Greater Manchester arrive at
McCann Manchester’s prestigious Cheshire headquarters
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An overview of the impact data
Numbers directly engaged on programmes:
•

1200 young people

•

30 teachers and lecturers

Greater Manchester consortium education providers participating in the projects
in this case study:
•

The Manchester College

•

Abraham Moss Community High School

•

Falinge Park High School

•

The Derby High School

•

Fred Longworth High School

•

St Ambrose Barlow RC High School

Greater Manchester Local Education Authorities reached through this work:
•

Manchester

•

Rochdale

•

Bury

•

Wigan

•

Oldham

Key indices of disadvantage - average for participating schools:
Participating Schools

National Average

Pupils on free school meals (FSM)

37.8%

29.1%

Pupils speaking English as an additional language (EAL)

52.2%

16.1%

Pupils with Special Education Needs (SEN)

12.4%

4.3%

Other colleges engaged across the UK (World Skills Graphics Competition):
•

Northern Ireland Southern Region College - Armagh

•

Norther Ireland Northern Region - Antrim

•

Mid Kent College

•

South and City College Birmingham

•

Cardiff & Vale College

•

Birkenhead Sixth Form College

•

North Warwickshire College

•

Pembrokeshire College

•

Coleg Cambria North Wales

•

Cheshire College South & West

•

Oldham College
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The Changing the Pace report emphasised the importance of employer engagement:
‘Businesses have an important role to play in partnering with schools and
colleges to raise ambition and achievement and improve performance. By providing
young people with work experience and becoming involved with careers guidance,
employers can spell out the value of the skills and knowledge developed at
school and open pupils’ eyes to career opportunities. They can bring their own
expertise into schools and colleges through roles such as governors and acting
as student mentors. Business links with educ,ation are widespread and growing,
but with the right steps they could be grown still further to help inspire and
develop our young people.
Karen O’Donoghue

President of the Career Development Institute

McCann Manchester with Ideas Foundation

Projects

McCann Manchester & Ideas Foundation working with
The Manchester College, Falinge Park High School, Abraham Moss Community High School, The Derby High School and Fred Longworth High School
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McCann Manchester Agency Summer School
We developed the vision for our Agency Summer School with McCann Manchester way

“I have really enjoyed working on McCann Well projects this year. It’s great to feel we

back in 2009 during our first year of working together. Since then the agency have

can have even a small influence on our workplace, our industry and even on wider on

run the programme at their amazing Cheshire site, every other year, including 2018.

society as whole, such as the Summer School which I volunteered to work on. I don’t think

The grandeur of Bonis Hall, it’s stunning future proof annexe, and the central open air

that without the summer school I would have any chance of working with disadvantaged

swimming pool, as well as the inspirational role models pupils meet; leave a lasting

young people and to show them what what we do here. It’s actually not something I

impression of just how exciting working in advertising can be. Time and time again over

would even have really thought about but it was an amazing thing to be involved with and

the years pupils have told us this is the first time advertising has ever been highlighted as

I could see how inspired and excited the children were. I can’t imagine our Agency now

a possible career option for them, and many leave with an aspiration to join this dynamic

without summer school, it just seems to be a part of what we do here which is brilliant!

sector.

The fact that McCann Well has got even bigger and that we get to work with teachers on
lesson plans and even with government influencers lobbying for the arts as part of the

The summer school itself is a 2 day immersive programme for gifted & talented creative

curriculum is an added bonus.”

pupils, who are selected on the basis of best fit from our partner schools. The objective
of the programme is to give these exceptional pupils an introduction to the business of
advertising and a hands-on experience of the roles involved in developing an integrated

Rebecca Ziantoni

Senior Account Manager; McCann Manchester

advertising campaign. The programme starts with a ‘real-life’ client and client problem.
This is shared with the pupils through a ‘planning’ workshop supported by real-life
Planners and Account Managers who explain how they research brand, audiences
and current practice to develop a unique ‘creative brief’ for the agency creative team.
Moving on from the planning process pupils then learn how to take a creative brief and
develop that into a ‘Big Idea’ through a series of workshops and crits provided by agency
staff from the creative team. Finally pupils develop a client ‘pitch’ for their idea and a
rationale for why and how it will achieve results for the client, which they present to Senior
Leaders from the agency. Underpinning the programme are ‘real-world’ problems which
test pupils generic skills of leadership, team working, resilience and entrepreneurship.
It has been interesting to note over the years, that teachers tell us that they often look for
a different set of skills and aptitudes in the young people they select for this programme,
than they do for many other professional progression opportunities. Creative students
with an intuitive understanding of the impact of digital media, who are not always the
strongest pupils academically are often seen to thrive at summer school.

Working with learners from:

Abraham Moss Community High School
Falinge Park High School
Fred Longworth High School
The Derby High School
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Smyths Toys Advertising Project
Resource Pack for schools
Getting the right information at the right time is critical if young people are to be able

“This advertising campaign project has undoubtedly benefitted our student especially

to make informed decisions at key milestones to plan their career path. For some

in terms of aspiration and engagement with real industries outside the school ‘bubble’.

sectors this information is clear and easy to access but we know that within the creative

The students have demonstrated more resilience when working on the project, than we

communications industries the picture remains unclear to many young people who do

see if usual lessons, as they have focussed on real design and problem solving. On top

not have family and friends in the business.

of this, their communication skills have been supported. Students who might not have
opted to work together have communicated impeccably as ideas have been shared,

We know too, that whilst careers events can be a great way for young people to start to

challenged and amended. I could go on but I genuinely believe it is projects such as

develop their progression plans; nothing beats hands on experience in helping pupils

this that provide real, tangible outcomes for students which helps them understand how

determine with hearts as well as minds if the reality of a job role is for them. For this

day-to-day class work is relevant; that is not an easy thing to accomplish. As a teacher

reason the UK government are currently encouraging schools and colleges to work with

of almost ten years it has been refreshing and liberating to be able to let go and watch

employers to co-develop industry lead curriculum materials, which can be ‘pulled off the

the students thrive, whilst developing their understanding of the world of work and those

shelf’ to be delivered by teaching staff through school and college careers programmes.

‘softer skills’ that are s vital for the real world. Thank you for giving us this opportunity.”

Mindful of the time invested and quality of the resources that the McCann Manchester team

Louise Davenport

had produced for the 2018 Summer School; we asked how they would feel about sharing

English Teacher; Fred Longworth High School, Wigan

these more widely across our partner schools. By allowing teachers the opportunity to
run the project with all Year 9 pupils as part of their careers programme, many more
young people would get a timely insight into careers in the creative communications
sector ahead of deciding which career critical ‘options’ they should take at GCSE.
Not only did the McCann Manchester team agree to sharing the materials more widely
but they also built on a training session for teachers to support delivery back in school.
The 4 schools involved in the project ran the project over 4 PHSE sessions as part of
their careers provision; a total of 1000 pupils, 250 per school engaged in this wider
programme. At each school all Year 9 pupils worked together in groups to develop the
research, planning and Big Idea needed for a final presentation to Ideas Foundation
staff at an internal heat. The prize for winning groups was a place at the 2019 Agency
Summer School, providing us with a perfect way of spotting the most committed and
talented individuals for the next gold standard summer school opportunity.

Working with learners from:

Abraham Moss Community High School
Falinge Park High School
The Derby High School
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Employability Bootcamp; Work experience… that works
Ideas Foundation have partnered with The Manchester College to take a new approach

purposed the Smyth’s Toys Campaign Project and 100 students took place in a week

to work experience for young people. The college is the largest provider of further

long Creative Media Camp led and judged by McCann and Ideas Foundation staff.

education by far across Greater Manchester, with a catchment area which recruits from

Asking the students focus on the science as well as the art behind branding, target

some of the UKs most deprived and diverse wards. We know that for all young people, but

audience profiling, media channel selection, clear messaging and competitor analysis,

particularly for those from disadvantaged background, the best work experience opens

was a great way of helping them understand the rigourous analysis that goes on behind

young people’s minds to new ideas and career possibilities. But our experience has also

commissioning creative content in the commercial world; not necessarily something they

shown us that for young people from challenged backgrounds, it can sometimes be a

often understand before they go out into the workplace. We shortlisted 35 students for

missed opportunity; Some students don’t know enough about the commercial realities of

the next phase of the Bootcamp programme.

the job roles they’re placed in, and employers don’t know enough about the individual
students to give them meaningful work experience that is particularly tailored to their

“Last year 92% of creative jobs in the UK were held by the most ‘advantaged’ in

needs.

society.  A very large percentage of TMC learners come from areas of high deprivation.
52% of 16-18 year olds received financial support, and those 19+ received the highest

In 2018 we decided together it was time for things to change.

rate of Adult Learner Support Funds in England in 2012-13. Ideas Foundation recognises
the potential in our learners, despite the barriers they face and provides opportunities

We asked ourselves one question: what if we could help students and employers get

that open their eyes and open doors.”

to know each other before their work experience started?
Employability Bootcamp was born.

Katherine Rushton

Creative and Media Tutor; The Manchester College

Working in partnership with the industry and the college Ideas Foundation have
developed a programme that spans around 20 weeks for digital creative media students
studying vocational courses at 16-19.
In 2019 McCann Manchester began working with us on this programme; and in their first

Working with learners from:
The Manchester College

Stoyan, Future Creative Student

year have provided more support than any other Manchester employer by far.

Stoyan has been involved in the Smyth’s Toys Creative Media Camp, and as

100 students started this years programme and during our first ‘Challenge’ weeks we

Employability Bootcamp student, he has also attended a 5 day work experience

asked them to tackle a range of ‘live’ creative briefs. By observing their attitude and
performance during this experience we were able assess who with a little support
could soon be ready for the workplace. As part of this early phase, we once again re-

a Future Creative student visited Facebook HQ in London. As an outstanding
placement at McCann Manchester’s incredible Prestbury site, working with
the TV Production and the Photography Studio team.
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Employability Bootcamp: Mentoring
Without doubt the strongest and most lasting impact from our Employability Bootcamp

is an area I did not know anything about before this experience. I hope to become a

programme comes from the mentoring stage of the project. Students are matched with

journalist or commercial writer at some point in the future and Belinda has inspired me

previously trained industry mentors; professionals currently employed in a range of

to continue on that path, using her own personal experiences to advise me of how to go

roles within the creative communications industries. Students are lucky enough to be

forward from here.”

matched with mentors from many of Manchester’s most prestigious creative employers
including BBC, ITV, Brown Bag Animation and of course McCann Manchester. Once
again when we reached out to McCann we got the biggest and best recruitment total

Jess

Level 3 Creative Media student; The Manchester College

from across our employer pool.
Students were matched with mentors in an areas related to their own specialism. Mentors
went on to help them understand creative business structure, entry level job roles, the
wider skills needed in the workplace and where and how each students individual skillset
could fit. Finally mentors helped students negotiate a one-day work shadow placement
totally suited to their skills and personality at the mentors creative agency.
“Being able to become a mentor to such inspirational young people is a real honour. I’m
already proud of my mentee, Jess. She has so much potential and has really inspired
me. I think it’s true to say that what we are what we are give back in this life, I had
plenty of mentors during my career and found those relationships absolutely crucial.
If I can give one person the little bit of support they need to follow their dreams and fulfill
a career in whatever area they want, then I’ll be extremely happy. Hopefully this will be
the beginning of a long-term relationship with these amazing young people who have so
much to give and so much to look forward to.”
Belinda Hanks

Senior Copywriter; McCann Manchester
“Belinda has been an excellent mentor for me; she has been incredibly patient with me
and has helped me develop skills organisation and time management as well as helping
to give me an insight into how I could link my career hopes to jobs in advertising which

Working with learners from:
The Manchester College

Belinda and Jess a match made in heaven.
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Employability Bootcamp:
Work Shadow/Work Experience
Once students have had time to get to know their mentors and have really thought

“Every time I do something with Ideas Foundation I think it’s the best thing I have ever

through with their mentors what they can get most out of in their time on work experience

done. Then I do something else and that becomes the best thing I have ever done.”

– they are far more prepared to benefit from a great experience. Most students spent
just one day in the workplace at this stage but in the case of 3 exceptionally talented
young people, McCann Manchester mentors were able to negotiate a full week for each
of them. Top of the class of 2019 as usual. No surprises then that we got such brilliant

Shafia Fiaz

Creative Media Student specialising in Graphic Design; The Manchester College
On completing her 5 day work experience.

feedback.
“As a teacher working with Ideas Foundation has been extremely rewarding. I have
seen a change in every student who takes part.  I have seen those who were too scared
to pitch in class stand up and sell their ideas to industry professionals, I have seen
students take their first independent train journeys to placements and most importantly
the realisation that students who didn’t do that well in school have skills and qualities

Working with learners from:
The Manchester College

Salman started on his Bootcamp journey by participating in the Smyths
Toys Creative Media Camp. He impressed us with his dedication talent

valued by employers, that they have options for their future careers.”

so was one of our first choices for a 5 day placement at McCann in

Katherine Rushton

photography team.

Creative Media Tutor; The Manchester College
“Having the opportunity to spend 5 days at McCann Manchester, between Bonis
Hall and Craft, was a brilliant experience. It helped me understand the creative brief
development process, both on set and the office side. It has clarified my future for me.”
Stoyan Bekyrov

Creative Media student specialising in Lens Based Media; The Manchester College

June 2019, where he asked to be placed within the TV production and

Shafia joined us in September 2018 as a Bootcamp student and has
embraced everything we have been able to offer her. She took a leading
role in the McCann Smyths Toys Creative Media Camp, has been coached
by junior Art Director, Sarah Winstanley and joined the Graphic Design
and UX team McCann Manchester for a 5 day placement in June 2019.
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World Skills UK: National Graphic Design Competition
World Skills UK Live is the nation’s largest skills and careers event benefitting a new

Any programme like the World Skills UK platform that helps us find and nurture, encourage

generation of young people by helping them shape their future by going further and

and mentor those blessed with this creative spirit within our populace is crucial for the

faster in their careers.

future of both our country and our industry. It can be a pipeline of new talent into our
creative industry.

Ideas Foundation are proud to have supported the World Skills UK Live National Graphic
Design competition as an industry partner in this inspirational challenge for several years

But it is one thing to have an idea and a whole different game to have the confidence

now. Time spent with finalists each year at the UKs largest careers event at Birmingham

and skills to express that idea verbally or visually outside the safe confines of your own

NEC re-confirms our belief that creative education in the UK is amongst the best in the

imagination. This programme means lecturers can tap into professionals who do it day in

world.

and day out. We can share encouragement, advice, cajoling, a little steering and a few
tricks of the trade. At McCann we feel a collective responsibility as well as professional

The three-stage competition opens with a national online Passive round. The competition

common sense to help find new creative talent and give it a helping hand on its way.

is open to students studying graphic design at Level 3 anywhere in the UK. Online
entries are assessed and longlisted entrants invited to the Heat stage of the competition.

The brief we set was to design a bottle, label and carry box for our own craft beer to be

UK Heats in were held in London and Manchester in June 2019, participants travelled in

served in our pub on site. (I know – advertising types!) We chose this because who doesn’t

from as far away as Northern Ireland and South Wales and worked on a brief developed

want to design a craft beer? On the surface it seems a bit of light heartedness. Nicely

for us by McCann Manchester, who have also assisted with judging the work produced.

contained and simple right? But underneath it actually tests quite a lot of interconnected

Winners from the Heat round will now join us for the National Finals at Birmingham NEC

skills without scaring the students. There is a complex combination of subtle, sensory

for World Skills Live in November 2019. With a footfall of 60,000 visitors per day visiting

choices to be made – tactile ones like the bottle, cap and label material – visual ones like

World Skills Live; the centrepiece of the show are National Competition Finals from across

typography, colour, opacity, illustrations – brand personality ones like naming, humour,

more than 60 skills sectors, where more than 600 of the UK’s brightest and best trainees

to premiumise or not, how much to reflect our work/location/point of difference etc. The

and apprenticeships publicly compete to win a coveted medal and the possibility of

choices the students made in response to the brief varied enormously. With some I could

joining the UK squad for the European leg of the competition. McCann Manchester will

almost taste the beer, others I was left intrigued. I think the best really captured our

be providing the bespoke brief for the ‘live’ 3 day competition at this year’s finals.

spirit and felt like the student had a clear vision before attempting to mac them. It was
refreshing to see from the side of ‘the client’ too and it’s always healthy to be reminded

“Creativity runs strong through our national DNA. It’s one of our greatest assets and

of that. And, whilst speed was not the real test here, the students should be proud that

exports . Tomorrow’s great British creatives will continue to be admired and respected

they created viable finished designs in such a short amount of time.”

on the world stage – our film makers, script writers, product designers and graphic
artists. There has never been such a need to encourage the early sparks of creativity that
go on to become great creatives.

Carol Naylor

Managing Creative Partner; McCann
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“The UK is facing an ever-growing challenge to stay competitive and increase productivity
in light of significant skills shortages, changing industry needs and the challenges of
Brexit. Employers are crying out not only for technically gifted workforces, but for young
people, who are resilient and who can bring real value and innovation to meet these new
and growing challenges. The businesses we work with get this. That’s why together we
are pioneering a new way to upskill Generation Z, leveraging learning from the training
and performance methodology from Team GB’s Olympic success. We can prove our
work drives the world-class skills set and mindset businesses need. Entering WorldSkills
UK Competitions is critical not only in the development of technical excellence and
employability skills, but also improving productivity, enhancing customer service,
boosting brand profile and demonstrating commitment to developing young people.”
Dr Neil Bentley-Gockman
CEO, WorldSkills UK

“The creative brief written by McCann was fantastic! Especially with the vibrant world
of new craft beers and the many exciting label designs on offer today. The brief had
the perfect mix of idea generation and execution by providing key information for the
students to extract and apply. The students were given examples of beer label artwork
as part of the brief and clear guidelines of the deliverables expected by McCann.
As a Graphic Design lecturer I provide briefs to students but felt that this brief gave the
perfect amount of background information and required outcomes. The framework of the
brief allowed for illustrative and typographic treatments which gives excellent scope for
all students involved. I particularly appreciated the industry enforcement of the design
cycle, with emphasis on strong idea generation in the first instance before even starting
the digital execution.
I whole heartedly support WorldSkills and believe that this is the best exposure to the
creative industry that students experience before entering the profession.”
Mike Smith

Lead Tutor for Graphic Design; Cheshire College, South & West

Working with learners from:
The Manchester College
Ben Elson

WSUK Graphic Design Lead; The Manchester College
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REACHING THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BRIDGE
career success stories
McCann Manchester & Ideas Foundation working with
The Manchester College, Falinge Park High School, Abraham Moss Community High School, The Derby High School and Fred Longworth High School
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Ellie Stephens

career success stories
Between September 2018 and July 2019 Ideas Foundation worked with over 3,000

that year. The team from Manchester were mentored through their campaign creation

students and more than 40 schools and colleges in total across the UK. McCann

by multi-award winning McCann Manchester creative, Neil Lancaster. Although Liam

Manchester should feel proud that 1000 of these young people have directly benefitted

and his team were not national winners, they did get to present their campaign at Trinity

from their support. As we have seen many of our most high volume programmes; aim to

Mirror headquarters in London to the Children’s Commissioner and senior executives.

educate and inspire large numbers of young people to consider advertising as a career,

Liam was hooked and nurtured aspirations for a career in advertising from that day. With

signposting them to an industry they may know little about and encouraging them to

a goal in mind Liam went on to secure the best A level results of his year and a place on

dream big.

the first of the McCann Manchester Advertising Apprenticeship programmes.

Ideas Foundation, however, also runs an out of schools programme; Creative Futures,

involves students stepping up to participate way outside their comfort zone; it often
means Manchester students travelling to London without the support of teachers and
peers, to events that are scheduled in their free time at weekends and holidays. Our
Future Creative students can opt to take part in workshops and masterclasses hosted
by industry mentors, 5 day Creative Media Camps with brands such as Canon and BBC,
and regular communication updates including hints, tips and opportunities to build the
skills needed for creative industries entry level job roles. Year on year, it is students who
engage intensively with this programme, demonstrating not just creative talent, but also
the drive and commitment to conquer new challenges that go on to secure jobs in the
industry, when they leave school, college or University. Our Creative Futures programme
over the past 12 months was generously funded by London advertising agency Bartle,
Bogle & Hegarty.

Liam Roughley
Former Future Creative student Liam Roughley first met Ideas Foundation on an in-school
Creative Media Camp programme. We knew immediately that he had something special
to offer and invited him to join Creative Futures and a Creative Media Camp, set by
Mirror News Group and the Childrens Minister for England during a school holiday later

Stephens. Ellie joined Future Creatives in Year 10 at school and attended literally every
workshop, masterclass and live project that we ran during her time with us, breaking
all previous records for her self-selected attendance. Because of the exceptional level
our Manchester team get from McCann Manchester, it was inevitable that Ellie would
become familiar with the Prestbury team at points through her Future Creatives journey.
Once again, Ellie set her heart on an apprenticeship place and nailed the interview in
summer 2018 for a place on the 2018 to 2020 programme.
“I first encountered the Ideas Foundation through my art teacher when I was in Year 9

which aims to recruit the best and brightest of the talent we meet through our entry level
programmes in schools and colleges. This Creative Futures programme is optional and

Our latest Future Creative student to be recruited by McCann Manchester is Ellie

Liam Roughley

Several years on Liam is still with McCann Manchester working hard as one of
the digital design team.

at school and that is where my creative journey began. I was invited to join the amazing
Ideas Foundation Ladder network and attended some exciting workshops about the
industry during many of my school holidays. Whilst still in High School I was lucky
enough to be nominated to attend two Agency Summer Schools, one at BJL and one at
McCann Manchester, where I learnt so many new skills and a real insight into what it is
like working in an advertising agency. In my sixth form the Ideas Foundation also helped
me secure a work experience at BJL and by the end of this experience, I knew absolutely
that advertising was where I wanted to build my career. During my sixth form course
Ideas Foundation also matched me with a brilliant industry mentor who helped me to start
looking and thinking about how I could put myself forward for jobs or apprenticeships.
I knew by then that what I wanted was to start work right away, not to go on to
University. When I had visited McCann in Prestbury I had been so impressed; the 8-acre
campus which is home to 370 talented people and I’d had the chance to talk to them
about what they do. When I found it during mentorship that they had an apprenticeship
programme, I knew I had to apply. The application and interview process was challenging
but I felt confident and had lots to say.; the opportunities and skills that Ideas Foundation
had given me definitely set me apart from other candidates, and I would definitely not be
where I am without having been on this journey with them. I am now an apprentice on the
McCann programme, and feel that every day I am living my dream; my creative skills are
tested on a daily basis and I absolutely love working here.”

Elle Stephens

McCann Manchester Advertising Apprentice
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A very warm thank you to all the schools and college staff and students
who collaborated in these projects:
The Manchester College
Falinge Park High School
Abraham Moss Community High School
The Derby High School
St Ambrose Barlow RC High School

